I So	MAHATMA
National Congress that has just closed its session at Karachi was
fully justified in asking, and was bound to ask, for full citizen rights
throughout the British Dominions for all the King's subjects, irres-
pective of caste, colour or creed, and whilst they may not and ought
not to be bound by local considerations, we in South Africa have
repeatedly made it clear that, as sane people, we are bound to limit
our ambition by local circumstances, we are bound to recognize the
widespread prejudice, however unjustified it may be and, having
done so, we have declared and I venture to re-declare through your
columns that my co-workers and I shall not be a party to any
agitation which has for its object the free and unrestricted immigra-
tion of the British Indians into the Union or the attainment of the
political franchise in the near future. That these rights must come
in time will, I suppose, be admitted by all, but when they do come
they will not be obtained by forcing the pace, as passive resistance
is undoubtedly calculated to do, by otherwise educating the public
opinion, and by the Indian community so acquitting itself in the
discharge of all the obligations that flow from citizenship of the
British Empire as to have these rights given to them as a matter of
course. Meanwhile., so far as my advice counts for anything, I can
only suggest that the efforts of the Indian community should be
concentrated upon gaining or regaining every lost civil right or every
such right at present withheld from the community; and I hold that
even this will not happen unless we are ready to make an effective
protest against our civil destruction by means of passive resistance,
and unless through our self-suffering we have demonstrated to the
European public that we are a people that cherishes its honour and
self-respect as dearly as any people on earth."
Gandhi's strong but honest and correct attitude made an impres-
sion even on the stubborn General Smuts. By the third and last
campaign of passive resistance, the eyes of the white community
were opened and they showed eagerness for an early settlement.
Gandhi's first interview with General Smuts in Pretoria was short
as the general was preoccupied with the railway strike, which was so
serious in nature, that the Union Government had declared martial
law. General Smuts now did not ride the same high horse as he did
before. "We have decided to grant your demand, but for this we
must have a recommendation from the commission,s> said General
Smuts. He pleaded with Gandhi not to organize any propaganda

